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))) Astrophysical Messengers

Radio IR / Visible / UV X-ray Gamma ray

Electromagnetic waves / photons

Neutrinos

Cosmic Rays

Gravitational Waves
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Ultra-high-energy 

Multi-Messenger 
Astronomy



))) Multi-messenger searches with GWs 

Over the past decade,

LIGO/Virgo have done many externally triggered GW searches
(deep analysis of GW data around the time and/or sky position of reported EM event)

and have collaborated on joint searches
(compare sets of candidate events, possibly marginal in one or both modes)

Over two dozen searches published…

GRBs                           – using public (GCN) and private info

Known pulsars public private

SGR/magnetar flares public private

Pulsar glitch (Vela) private

High-energy neutrinos private

Radio transients private

Supernovae public (CBET, etc.) private

Also initiated an EM follow-up program
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))) Goals of the EM follow-up program

Identify GW event candidates as quickly as possible

With basic event parameters and an estimate of confidence

Provide rapid alerts to other observers

Allow quick correlation with other transient survey events or candidates

Trigger follow-up observations (prompt and/or delayed)
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))) Multi-messenger discovery and understanding

Different messengers provide complementary information

Gamma ray: timing, spectrum, particle acceleration signature

X-ray: timing, good localization, low background

Visible/IR: precise localization, spectroscopy & redshift, thermal signature

Radio: late-time synchrotron afterglow, precise localization

Neutrino: timing, particle acceleration signature

Gravitational waves: mass motion, timing, distance, mass parameters

… giving us different views of the event:

Core engine:  low-energy neutrinos, gravitational waves

Outflows, photosphere:  high-energy neutrinos, gamma rays, 

X-rays, visible/IR, radio

Environment:  X-ray and radio afterglow

… and allowing us to compare timing, flux, variability, polarization

Multi-Messenger Astrophysics
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))) In with a bang: 
GW170817

Binary neutron star 

merger with GRB onset 

𝟏. 𝟕𝟒 ± 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓 s later

Consistent sky location!
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[LSC, Virgo, Fermi-GBM and INTEGRAL 2017, ApJL 848, L13]
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))) Virgo helped with localization

Galactic coordinates;         Background image credit: Fermi gamma-ray sky map (HEASARC/Skyview)
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)))

[Valenti et al. 2017, 

ApJL 848, L24]

Astronomers found the optical counterpart!

Independently found by 6 teams within a span of ~45 minutes
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[Abbott and many others 2017, ApJL 848, L12]

GRB 170817A

GW170817

SSS17a

DLT17ck

MASTER 

J130948.10-

232253.3

 AT 2017gfo

in NGC 4993

at a distance 

of ~40 Mpc



))) An epic follow-up observing campaign
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[Abbott and many others 2017, ApJL 848, L12]



))) Watching it fade and cool…

10[Drout et al. 2017, Science 10.1126/science.aaq0049]



))) Optical/IR emission matched kilonova model

Kilonova: thermal emission from 

ejected material that has formed 

heavy elements by the r process 

and is heated (for a while) by 

radioactive decays

“Blue” (lanthanide-poor) and 

“red” (lanthanide-rich) ejecta: 

Different elements produced,

making different opacities

Hypermassive neutron star may 

irradiate ejecta with neutrinos, 

converting neutrons to protons

e.g., Cowperthwaite et al. 

estimated 0.01 𝑀⊙ of “blue” ejecta 

moving at ~0.3 𝑐
plus 0.04 𝑀⊙ of “red” ejecta 

moving at ~0.1 𝑐
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[Metzger, arXiv:1710.05931]



))) Also a late-peaking afterglow

Detected in X-ray, radio 

and optical, with 

constant spectral index
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[Troja et al., MNRAS 478, L18]



)))
VLBI imaging of the remnant of GW170817 / GRB 170817A 

sees the expanding jet!  [Mooley et al., Nature 561, 355]

75 and 230 days after merger

Position shifts ~2.7 mas

 𝜽𝒐𝒃𝒔 = 𝟐𝟎 ± 𝟓 deg

Confirmation of off-axis jet scenario
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What will GW detectors and 
multi-messenger observations 
enable in the LIGO-India era?
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))) More confidently detected events

The GW detector network will catch a lot of BBH mergers, and 

presumably many BNS mergers too – but we will want more!

BNS may not be truly abundant

Population distribution of masses, spins

Sub-populations, indicating different evolutionary channels?

NS-BH mergers – rare?

Multi-messenger observations can give us confidence about 

weaker BNS and NS-BH candidates

Effectively deeper searches in the GW and/or EM/neutrino data

e.g.:
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• Burns et al. (Fermi GBM, LSC and Virgo), “A Fermi GBM Search for 

EM Signals Coincident with GW Candidates in Advanced LIGO's 

First Observing Run”, ApJ in press, arXiv:1810.02764

• Albert et al. (ANTARES, IceCube, LSC and Virgo), “Search for 

Multi-Messenger Sources of GWs and High-energy Neutrinos with 

Advanced LIGO during its first Observing Run, ANTARES and 

IceCube”, ApJ in press, arXiv:1810.10693



))) Answer questions about high-energy emission

GRBs have long been known to be beamed, from relativistic jets, 

but the exact nature of the beaming is unclear

GW170817 showed that the “top-hat jet” picture is too simplistic

A large sample of GW binary mergers 

will explore different viewing angles

What fraction will have a classic GRB?

How does emission vary as you move 

away from the axis?

Profile of intensity and gamma 

(generalization of jet opening angle)

Solve the off-axis emission puzzle !

And explore dependence on masses and spins (as population permits)

Study accretion around remnant, and creation of jets

Also: do some BBH mergers have detectable EM counterparts??

Curious GBM transient near GW150914  [Connaughton et al. 2016, ApJL 826, 13]
16

[LSC, Virgo, Fermi-GBM and 

INTEGRAL 2017, ApJL 848, L13]



))) Characterize BNS and NS-BH mergers better

Data from the GW detector network 

will allow estimation of parameters 

(masses, spins, etc.), but with limitations

Degeneracy between mass ratio and spins

Identity of component(s) as NS or BH 

may be ambiguous

GW detector network cannot determine

binary orbit inclination angle well if

close to on-axis  distance uncertainty

Multi-messenger observations can break these degeneracies

Prompt emission can indicate how close axis is to line-of-sight

Kilonova light curves tell about astrophysics of merger and post-merger: 

mass ejection, remnant, accretion, disk winds

Hypermassive NS, immediate or delayed collapse to BH?

 Places constraints on masses, spins and types (NS vs. BH) in binary

e.g. Radice & Dai, “Multi-Messenger Parameter Estimation of GW170817”, 

arXiv:1810.12917 17
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))) Challenge: detectability of EM emission

So far, GW detector sensitivities have been the limiting factor, 

but that may change in the future as the GW detectors improve

On-axis GRB prompt emission is plenty bright – but need to have 

GRB missions monitoring the sky in the future!

Current suite of satellites and instruments won’t last forever

And detection of off-axis prompt emission probably requires high sensitivity

Kilonovae are faint

In the LIGO-India era, should detect BNS mergers ~20 times farther away 

than GW170817   infrared would peak at ~24th mag?

Early “blue” emission could be a distinct signature, but need to catch it

Afterglow emission either fades rapidly (on axis) or is faint

For on- or nearly-on-axis, need rapid X-ray and UV/optical follow-up

For off-axis, need deep imaging with highly sensitive instruments –

expenditure of resources which will have to be made wisely
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))) Addressing detectability of EM emission

Will need to continue to push on prompt identification of 

candidates and alerts for follow-up observations

On the ground, arrange appropriate use of optical / IR and radio 

telescopes of all sorts

Coordinated observing campaigns with photometry plus spectroscopy

In space, will need to maintain current and near-future 

instruments to the extent possible …

e.g. missions which detect GRBs: Swift, Fermi, INTEGRAL, AstroSat, 

HMXT-Insight, SVOM

… or build and deploy new ones

With wide fields of view as well as excellent sensitivity

Ideas for using multiple CubeSats / SmallSats for all-sky GRB detection

e.g. ISS-TAO (wide-field X-ray imager on the ISS)

There are a number of “probe” mission concepts being studied

19



))) Neutrino detector upgrades

For low-energy (supernova) and high-energy (from jets) neutrinos

(Still flux-limited to relatively nearby sources?) 
20
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))) Probe binary formation and history

Identification of an EM counterpart can provide a precise location, 

giving a binary merger event an astronomical context

Host galaxy and location within the host galaxy

Or, if ejected from its galaxy, information about kicks in core-collapse SNe

At A+ sensitivity, BNS mergers just starting to get cosmological

NS-BH more so

As we get closer to the era of

peak star formation (𝒛 ∼ 𝟏 − 𝟐)

Considering time needed to

inspiral and merge, start

to get leverage on compact

binary formation mechanism(s)

GRBs can be very helpful 

to localize distant events and 

break parameter degeneracies

21

O B SERV I N G  EA RL I EST  M O M EN T S O F  

F O RM AT I O N  O F  STA RS A N D  ST RU C T U RE
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Evan Hall



))) Improve cosmology measurements

GW binary mergers with identified EM counterparts have the most 

power to measure the distance-redshift relationship

“Standard siren” for distance,

but with uncertainty if the

binary orbit parameters are

not known precisely

It’s also possible to make

statistical associations with

host galaxies, but requires

high statistics (and redshift

mapping of many galaxies)

Information from EM observations that breaks parameter 

degeneracies can improve determination of distance

e.g., the determination of 𝜃𝑜𝑏𝑠 for GW170817 from VLBI imaging has 

improved the Hubble constant measurement from that event:

𝐻0 = 68.9−4.6
+4.7 km/s/Mpc [Hotokezaka et al., arXiv:1806.10596]

22

[Abbott et al. 2017, Nature 

doi:10.1038/nature24471]



))) Improve tests of GR

A prompt EM counterpart allows propagation speed comparisons

e.g. from GW170817: 

The sensitivity of this test will improve with more distant events

Knowing the precise location of an event from an EM counterpart 

will improve checks of GW polarization content

To place limits on polarizations other than the two tensor states 

permitted by GR

One way: check consistency of sky position inferred from GW data

versus sky position of EM counterpart

23



))) CBC astrophysics connections

Binary merger observables Source properties & astrophysics
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GW signal properties:
• GW chirp mass

• GW amplitude

• GW polarization

• GW late inspiral phasing

• GW post-merger signal

• Reconstructed sky location

EM (and ν) observables:

• Prompt emission (gamma-ray, 
X-ray, visible, radio?)

• Afterglow (X-ray, radio)

• Kilonova (UV, visible, IR)

• Precise sky location

• Neutrino (high-energy) in coincidence?

Astronomical context:
• Position inside or outside a galaxy

• Host galaxy redshift

Population statistics:
• Distribution of mass and spin params

• Population variation with distance

Progenitor system parameters:
• True masses and spins

• Distance

• True sky location

• Orbit orientation

• Eccentricity of orbit

Neutron star astrophysics:
• NS equation of state:  Determines size and 

deformability versus mass, and maximum mass

Merger outcomes:
• Jet / Outflow structure

• Circum-burst medium

• Post-merger system astrophysics:
Mass ejection, fall-back accretion, nuclear physics

Cosmology:
• Cosmological expansion

• Galaxy population and structure; lensing

Binary system origin and evolution:
• Compact object formation channels

• Initial binary orbit (if initially a binary)

• Multi-body interactions during life

Fundamental physics:
• True theory of gravity

• Fundamental particles and fields

Light curves: 
intensity and 
spectrum 
versus time



))) Prospects for MM detection of supernovae

Detecting GWs from a core-collapse supernova would provide 

highly valuable information about collapse and explosion physics

In the mid-2020s, GW range will still be limited to the Milky Way, 

or possibly nearby galaxies for some optimistic signal models

e.g. see Gossan et al., PRD 93, 042002 (2016)

Optical counterpart

Provides a precise sky location and a loose time window

Window can be hours to days – e.g. LVC search in initial LIGO / Virgo:

25

Abbott et al., PRD 94, 102001 (2016)



))) Prospects for MM detection of supernovae

Low-energy neutrino burst

Would provide rough location (few degrees) but precise time

But even Hyper-K can expect multiple neutrinos only out to ~1 Mpc

Yeom et al., PoS(ICRC2017) 948

High-energy neutrinos

Similar range limitation, but better location

K. Murase, PRD 97, 081301 (2018)
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Looking Ahead

The improving GW detector network, with LIGO-India, promises 

great increases in the number of binary mergers to be detected

Plus improved detection prospects for other sources such as GWs from 

core-collapse supernovae and CW emission from spinning neutron stars

Multi-messenger observations can greatly enhance the science 

that can be obtained from those events

Complementary views of the event tell about the astrophysics of mergers, 

remnants and post-merger outflows

EM observations also can break parameter degeneracies, improving 

overall knowledge of event physical parameters

Some challenges: having suitable observing 

facilities/missions, and using them efficiently


